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ON SIMPLE-DIRECT MODULES
ENGI˙N BU¨YU¨KAS¸IK, O¨ZLEM DEMIR, AND MU¨GE DIRIL
Abstract. Recently, in a series of papers “simple” versions of direct-injective and direct-
projective modules have been investigated (see, [4], [12], [13]). These modules are termed as
“simple-direct-injective” and “simple-direct-projective”, respectively. In this paper, we give
a complete characterization of the aforementioned modules over the ring of integers and over
semilocal rings. The ring is semilocal if and only if every right module with zero Jacobson
radical is simple-direct-projective. The rings whose simple-direct-injective right modules are
simple-direct-projective are fully characterized. These are exactly the left perfect right H-
rings. The rings whose simple-direct-projective right modules are simple-direct-injective are
right max-rings. For a commutative Noetherian ring, we prove that simple-direct-projective
modules are simple-direct-injective if and only if simple-direct-injective modules are simple-
direct-projective if and only if the ring is Artinian. Various closure properties and some
classes of modules that are simple-direct-injective (resp. projective) are given.
1. Introduction
In [18], a right module is called direct-injective if every submodule isomorphic to a summand
is a summand. Direct-injective modules are also known as C2-modules. A right module is
a C3-module if the sum of any two summands with zero intersection is again a summand.
These modules and several generalizations are studied extensively in the literature. Recently,
the ”simple” version of C2 and C3-modules are studied in [4]. Namely, a right module is
called simple-direct-injective if every simple submodule isomorphic to summand is itself a
summand, or equivalently if the sum of any two simple summands with zero intersection is
again a summand (see, [4]).
Dual to direct-injective modules, a right moduleM is called direct-projective, or D2-module
if, for every submodule A ⊆ M with M
A
isomorphic to a summand of M , then A is a direct
summand of M (see [18]). In [12] and [13] the authors investigate and study a dual notion
of simple-direct-injective modules. A right module M is called simple-direct-projective if,
whenever A and B are submodules of M with B simple and M
A
∼= B ⊆⊕ M , then A ⊆⊕ M .
Some well known classes of rings and modules are characterized in terms of simple-direct-
injective and simple-direct-projective modules (see, [4], [12], [13]).
In this paper, we characterize simple-direct-injective and simple-direct-projective modules
over the ring of integers and over semilocal rings. We show that, the ring is semilocal iff every
right module with zero Jacobson radical is simple-direct-projective. We prove that the rings
whose simple-direct-injective right modules are simple-direct-projective are exactly the left
perfect right H-rings. We show that, the rings whose simple-direct-projective modules are
simple-direct-injective are right max-rings. For a commutative Noetherian ring, we prove that,
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simple-direct-projective modules are simple-direct-injective iff simple-direct-injective modules
are simple-direct-projective iff the ring is Artinian.
The paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we characterize simple-direct-projective abelian groups (Theorem 1). As a
byproduct a characterization of simple-direct-projective modules over local and local perfect
rings is obtained. We prove that the ring is semilocal if and only if every right module with
zero Jacobson radical is simple-direct-projective.
In section 3, a complete characterization of simple-direct-injective abelian groups is given
(Theorem 2). Motivated by the fact that nonsingular right modules are simple-direct-projective
over any ring, we prove the corresponding result for simple-direct-injective modules. We show
that, nonsingular right modules are simple-direct-injective iff projective simple right modules
are injective. We also give a characterization of simple-direct-injective modules over semilocal
rings. We show that simple-direct-injective modules are closed under coclosed submodules
over any ring, and closed under pure submodules provided the ring is commutative. Partial
converses of these results are given.
Following [20, sec. 4.4], we say R is a right H-ring if for nonisomorphic simple right
R-modules S1 and S2, HomR(E(S1), E(S2)) = 0. Commutative Noetherian rings, and com-
mutative semiartinian rings are H-ring by [20, Proposition 4.21] and [3, Proposition 2], re-
spectively. Right Artinian rings that are right H-rings are characterized in [19, Theorem 9].
Some classes of noncommutative H-rings are also studied in [10]. A ring R is called right
max-ring if every nonzero right R-module has a maximal submodule.
In [4, Theorem 3.4.], the authors characterize the rings over which simple-direct-injective
right modules are C3. They prove that these rings are exactly the Artinian serial rings with
J2(R) = 0. In [12, Theorem 4.9.], the authors prove that every simple-direct-injective right
R-module is D3 iff every simple-direct-projective right R-module is C3 iff R is uniserial with
J2(R) = 0.
At this point, it is natural to consider the rings whose simple-direct-injective modules are
simple-direct-projective, and the rings whose simple-direct-projective modules are simple-
direct-injective. C3 and D3 right R-modules are simple-direct-injective and simple-direct-
projective respectively. Thus, uniserial rings with J2(R) = 0 are examples of such rings.
In section 4, we prove that, every simple-direct-injective right module is simple-direct-
projective iff the ring is left perfect right H-ring (Theorem 3). As a consequence, we show
that, commutative perfect rings are examples of such rings. For a commutative Noetherian
ring, we obtain that, simple-direct-injective modules are simple-direct-projective iff the ring is
Artinian (Corollary 9). We show that, the rings whose simple-direct-projective right modules
are simple-direct-injective are right max-rings (Proposition 8). For a commutative Noetherian
ring, we prove that, simple-direct-projective modules are simple-direct-injective iff simple-
direct-injective modules are simple-direct-projective iff the ring is Artinian (Corollary 10).
Throughout, rings are associative with unity and modules are unitary. For a module M ,
we denote by rad(M), soc(M), Z(M) and E(M) the Jacobson radical, the socle, the singular
submodule and the injective hull of M , respectively. The Jacobson radical of a ring R will
be denoted by J(R). We write L ⊆ M if N is a submodule of M , and L ⊆⊕ M if L is a
direct summand ofM . For a moduleM over a commutative domain R, we denote the torsion
submodule ofM by T (M). Over the ring of integers, we denote by Ω the set of prime integers.
It is well known that T (M) = ⊕p∈ΩTp(M), where Tp(M) is the p-primary component of T (M)
i.e. the set of all m ∈ T (M) such that pn.m = 0 for some positive integer n. An abelian
group G is bounded if nG = 0 for some positive integer n. For p ∈ Ω, the simple Z-module of
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order p will be denoted by Zp.
A monomorphism f : M → N of right modules is called pure-monomorphism if the induced
map f ⊗ 1L : M ⊗ L→ N ⊗ L is a monomorphism for each left module L. Let B be a right
module and A ⊆ B. A is called a pure submodule of B if the inclusion map i : A → B
is a pure monomorphism. A subgroup A of an abelian group B is pure iff nA = A ∩ nB
for each integer n (see [8]). A right module E is called pure-injective if E for every pure
monomorphism f : M → N of right modules, any homomorphism g : M → E can be
extended to a homomorphism h : N → E (see, [9]).
2. Simple-direct-projective modules
In this section, we give a complete characterization of simple-direct-projective modules over
the ring of integers. As a byproduct we obtain a characterization of simple-direct-projective
modules over local, and local right perfect rings. We also prove that, the ring is semilocal iff
every right module with zero Jacobson radical is simple-direct-projective.
Following [12], a right R-module M is called simple-direct-projective if, whenever A and B
are submodules of M with B is simple and M
A
∼= B ⊆⊕ M , then A ⊆⊕ M .
A submodule K of a module M is small, denoted as K ≪ M , if K + N = M implies
N =M for each N ⊆M . A submodule L of a module M is coclosed in M if L
K
≪ M
K
implies
K = L for each submodule K of L (see [5]).
Let S be a simple submodule of a moduleM . It is easy to see that, S ≪M or S ⊆⊕ M . Thus
any simple coclosed submodule is a direct summand. This fact will be used in the sequel.
In order to characterize simple-direct-projective abelian groups, we need several lemmas.
We begin with the following.
Lemma 1. Let M be a simple-direct-projective right module, and L be a coclosed submodule
of M . If soc(M) ⊆ L, then L is simple-direct-projective.
Proof. Let L be a coclosed submodule of M . Suppose L
K
∼= S ⊆⊕ L, where S is a simple
submodule of L. Then S is a coclosed submodule of M as well by [5, 3.7.(1)]. As S is
a coclosed submodule of M , S is not small in M . Thus S ⊆⊕ M . Since L is a coclosed
submodule of M , L
K
is a coclosed submodule of M
K
by [5, 3.7.(1)]. Thus L
K
is not small in M
K
,
and so L
K
⊕ N
K
∼= MK , for some submodule N of M . Clearly, L ∩N = K and
M
N
∼= S ⊆⊕ M .
Since M is simple-direct-projective, M = N ⊕B for some simple submodule B of M . Using
the fact that soc(M) ⊆ L we get, by modular law, that L = L∩N ⊕B i.e. L∩N = K ⊆⊕ L.
Hence L is simple-direct-projective. 
Lemma 2. Let G be an abelian group and T (G) be the torsion submodule of G. Then T (G)
is a coclosed submodule of G.
Proof. Set T = T (G). By [9, Proposition 8.12], T is a pure submodule of G. In order to show
that T is a coclosed submodule of G, suppose T
A
is small in G
A
for some proper submodule A
of G, and let us obtain a contradiction. If T
A
has no maximal submodules, then T
A
is injective
by [8, pg.99 Ex.1 and Theorem 21.1]. Being small and injective implies T
A
= 0 i.e. T = A,
a contradiction. Now suppose, there is a maximal submodule L of T such that A ⊆ L ⊆ T.
By [1, Lemma 5.18] homomorphic images of small submodules is small, and hence T
L
is small
in G
L
. By [8, Lemma 26.1(ii)] pure subgroups are closed under factor modules, so T
L
is pure
in G
L
. On the other hand, T
L
is simple, and so it is bounded. Then T
L
is a direct summand
of G
L
by [8, Theorem 27.5]. Now T
L
is both small and a direct summand in G
L
, which is a
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contradiction. In conclusion T
A
is not small in G
A
for any proper subgroup A ⊆ T , that is, T
is a coclosed subgroup of G. 
Corollary 1. If M is a simple-direct-projective abelian group, then the torsion submodule
T (M) of M is simple-direct-projective.
Proof. Let M be a simple-direct-projective abelian group. Since simple abelian groups are
torsion, soc(M) ⊆ T (M). Then the proof is clear by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 
The right modules with no simple summands, and the right modules whose maximal sub-
modules are direct summands are trivial examples of simple-direct-projective modules. We
include the following lemma for easy reference.
Lemma 3. Let M a right module. Suppose soc(M) ⊆ rad(M) or M
soc(M) has no maximal
submodules. Then M is simple-direct-projective.
Proof. If soc(M) ⊆ rad(M), then M has no simple summands and so it is simple-direct-
projective. Now assume that M
soc(M) has no maximal submodules, and let K be a maximal
submodule of M . Then K + soc(M) = M . Thus there is a simple submodule S of M
such that K + S = M . By simplicity of S, K ∩ S = 0, and so K ⊆⊕ M . Hence M is
simple-direct-projective. 
First, we give a characterization of simple-direct-projective torsion abelian groups.
Proposition 1. Let M be a torsion abelian group. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) M is simple-direct-projective.
(2) Tp(M) is simple-direct-projective for every p ∈ Ω.
(3) For every p ∈ Ω,
(i) soc(Tp(M)) ⊆ rad(Tp(M)), or
(ii)
Tp(M)
soc(Tp(M))
has no maximal submodules.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) SinceM is torsion,M = ⊕p∈ΩTp(M). Then, by [12, Proposition 2.4], Tp(M)
is simple-direct-projective for every p ∈ Ω.
(2) ⇒ (3) Suppose (i) does not hold. Then there is a simple subgroup S of Tp(M) such
that S is not contained in rad(Tp(M)). Thus S is not small in Tp(M), and so S ⊆
⊕ Tp(M).
Note that, all simple subgroups and simple factors of Tp(M) are isomorphic to S. Assume
that A is a maximal submodule of Tp(M) such that, soc(Tp(M)) ⊆ A ⊆ Tp(M). Then
Tp(M)
A
∼= S ⊆⊕ Tp(M). Then, as Tp(M) is simple-direct-projective, Tp(M) = A⊕ S
′ for some
simple submodule S′ of Tp(M). Then S
′ ⊆ soc(Tp(M)) ⊆ A, which is a contradiction. Hence
Tp(M)
soc(Tp(M))
has no maximal submodules i.e. (ii) holds.
(3)⇒ (2) By Lemma 3.
(2) ⇒ (1) Let A and B be subgroups of M with B simple and M
A
∼= B ⊆⊕ M . As B is
simple, there is a p ∈ Ω such that B ⊆ Tp(M) and pB = 0. As B ⊆
⊕ M , B ⊆⊕ Tp(M).
Since pB = 0 and M
A
∼= B, we have p(MA ) = 0 i.e. pM ⊆ A. For any prime q 6= p, it
is easy to see that, Tq(M) = pTq(M) ⊆ pM . Thus for all primes q 6= p, Tq(M) ⊆ pM ⊆
A. Since A is maximal subgroup, Tp(M) is not contained in A, otherwise we would have
M = ⊕p∈ΩTp(M) ⊆ A, which is not the case as A is a maximal subgroup of M . Thus, by
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maximality of A, we have A+ Tp(M) =M . Then
M
A
=
Tp(M) +A
A
∼=
Tp(M)
A ∩ Tp(M)
∼= B ⊆⊕ Tp(M).
Since Tp(M) is simple-direct-projective, A ∩ Tp(M) ⊕ C = Tp(M) for some simple subgroup
C of Tp(M). Then we get M = A + Tp(M) = A + [A ∩ Tp(M) ⊕ C] = A ⊕ C. Hence M is
simple-direct-projective. 
Theorem 1. Let M be an abelian group. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) M is simple-direct-projective.
(2) (a) T (M) is simple-direct-projective, and
(b) for each p ∈ Ω such that pM + T (M) 6=M , soc(Tp(M)) ⊆ rad(Tp(M)).
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) By Corollary 1, T (M) is simple-direct-projective. Now let p ∈ Ω be such that
pM + T (M) 6= M . Then, as M
pM
is a homogoneous semisimple with each simple subgroup
isomorphic to Zp and
pM+T (M)
pM
6= M
pM
, there is a maximal subgroup A of M such that
T (M) ⊆ pM + T (M) ⊆ A and M
A
∼= Zp.
We need to show that, soc(Tp(M)) * rad(Tp(M). Suppose the contrary that soc(Tp(M)) *
rad(Tp(M). Then there is a simple subgroup S of Tp(M) which is not contained in rad(Tp(M).
Then S ⊆⊕ Tp(M), and since Tp(M) is a direct summand of T (M), S ⊆
⊕ T (M) as well. Then
as S is a pure subgroup of T (M) and T (M) is pure subgroup of M , S is a pure subgroup
of M . Thus S is a pure and bounded subgroup of M , and so S is a direct summand of M
by [8, Theorem 27.5]. Since S ∼= Zp and MA
∼= Zp ∼= S ⊆⊕ M , simple-direct-projectivity
of M implies that A ⊆⊕ M , i.e. M = A ⊕ D for some simple subgroup D of M . Then
D ⊆ T (M) ⊆ A, which is a contradiction. Hence we must have soc(Tp(M)) ⊆ rad(Tp(M)),
and this proves (2).
(2) ⇒ (1) Let A and B be subgroups of M with B simple and M
A
∼= B ⊆⊕ M . Since B
is simple, B ∼= Zp for some p ∈ Ω, in particular B ⊆ soc(Tp(M) and p(MA )
∼= pB = 0 i.e.
pM ⊆ A. As B ⊆⊕ M , B is not contained in rad(Tp(M)). Thus soc(Tp(M)) * rad(Tp(M)).
Then pM + T (M) = M by (2). Thus A + T (M) = M . By similar arguments as in the
proof of [Proposition 1, (2)⇒ (1)], we obtain that A is a direct summand of M . Hence M is
simple-direct-projective. 
Corollary 2. Let M an abelian group. Suppose M
T (M) has no maximal subgroups. Then M
is simple-direct-projective iff every maximal submodule of M is a direct summand.
Proof. Sufficiency is clear. To prove the necessity, let A be a maximal subgroup of M .
Suppose M
A
∼= Zp, where p ∈ Ω. Then pM ⊆ A. Since MT (M) has no maximal subgroups and
A is maximal, A+ T (M) =M . Now, by the proof of [Theorem 1, (2)⇒ (1)], A ⊆⊕ M . This
completes the proof. 
Over local rings, simple-direct-projective modules are exactly the modules given in Lemma
3.
Proposition 2. Let R be a local ring. A right module M is simple-direct-projective iff
(i) soc(M) ⊆ rad(M), or
(ii) M
soc(M) has no maximal submodules.
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Proof. Suppose (i) does not hold. Then there is a simple submodule S of M such that
M = N ⊕ S. Let K be a maximal submodule of M . Since R is a local ring, R has a unique
simple module up to isomorphism. Thus M
K
∼= S ⊆⊕ M . Hence simple-direct projectivity of
M implies that, K ⊆⊕ M . Thus any maximal submodule of M is a direct summand. Now,
if L is a maximal submodule of M , such that soc(M) ⊆ L ⊆ M , then M = L ⊕ S′ with S′
a simple submodule of M . Then S′ ⊆ soc(M) ⊆ L, a contradiction. Hence M
soc(M) has no
maximal submodules. This proves the necessity.
Sufficiency is clear by Lemma 3.

Over a right perfect ring, every module has a maximal submodule ( [1, Theorem 28.4]).
Hence the following is a consequence of Proposition 2.
Corollary 3. Let R be a local right perfect ring. A right module M is simple-direct-projective
iff M is semisimple or soc(M) ⊆ rad(M).
It is easy to see that every module M with rad (M) = 0 is simple-direct-injective (see [12,
Remark 4.5]). The following is the corresponding result for simple-direct-projective modules.
Note that, a finitely generated module M is semisimple iff every maximal submodule of M is
a direct summand.
Proposition 3. The following are equivalent for a ring R.
(1) R semilocal.
(2) Every right module M with rad(M) = 0 is simple-direct-projective.
(3) Every left module M with rad(M) = 0 is simple-direct-projective.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Since R is semilocal, every right module with rad(M) = 0 is semisimple
(see [1, Corollary 15.18]). Semisimple modules are simple-direct-projective. Thus (2) follows.
(2)⇒ (1) Let C be a complete set of representatives of nonisomorphic simple right modules.
Let N = ⊕S∈CS. Let M be a right module with rad(M) = 0. We shall prove that every
maximal submodule ofM is a direct summand. Clearly, rad(N⊕M) = rad(N)⊕rad (M) = 0,
and so N ⊕M is simple-direct-projective by (2). Let K be a maximal submodule ofM . Then
N ⊕ K is a maximal submodule of N ⊕ M , and N⊕M
N⊕K
∼= S ⊆⊕ N ⊕ M for some simple
submodule S ∈ C. Thus N ⊕K ⊆⊕ N ⊕M , i.e. N ⊕M = (N ⊕K)⊕L for some L ⊆ N ⊕M .
By modular law, we getM = K⊕(M∩(N⊕L)), i.e. K ⊆⊕ M . Now for the finitely generated
module M = R
J(R) , we have rad(
R
J(R) ) = 0. Thus, by what we have shown, every maximal
submodule of R
J(R) is a direct summand. Hence
R
J(R) is semisimple, i.e. R is semilocal.
(1)⇔ (3) Being semilocal is left right symmetric. Hence this is clear from the equivalence
of (1) and (2). 
3. Simple-direct-injective modules
In this section, we give a characterization of simple-direct-injective modules over the ring
of integers and over semilocal rings. Nonsingular right modules are simple-direct-projective
over any ring ( [12, Example 2.5(2)]). Motivated by this fact, we obtain a characterization of
the rings whose nonsingular right modules are simple-direct-injective.
Following [4], a right module M is called simple-direct-injective if, whenever A and B are
simple submodules of M with A ∼= B and B ⊆⊕ M we have A ⊆⊕ M .
The following lemma is well-known. We do not know a proper reference, we include the
proof for completeness.
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Lemma 4. Let R be a ring and I a two sided ideal of R. Then any pure-injective right
R
I
-module is pure-injective as an R-module.
Proof. Let M be a pure-injective right R
I
-module. Let B be a right R-module, and A a
pure submodule of B. Let i : A → B be the inclusion map. Then by [15, Corollary 4.92]
AI = A ∩ BI. Thus the natural map j : A
AI
→ B
BI
given by j(a + AI) = a + BI is a pure
monomorphism. In order to show that M is a pure-injective R-module, let f : A → M be
an R-homomorphism. Then f(AI) = f(A)I ⊆ MI = 0. Thus AI ⊆ ker(f), and so f = fpi,
where pi : A → A
AI
is the natural epimorphism, and f : A
AI
→ M is the homomorphism
induced by f , i.e. f(a + AI) = f(a) for each a ∈ A. Since M is a pure-injective R
I
-module,
there is homomorphism g : B
BI
→ M such that f = gj. Let pi′ : B → B
BI
be the natural
epimorphism. For φ = gpi′, it is straightforward to check that, φi = f , i.e. φ extends f and
so M is a pure-injective R-module. 
Lemma 5. Let R be a commutative ring. Let M be an R-module and N a pure submodule
of M . If M is simple-direct-injective, then N is simple-direct-injective. The converse is true
if soc(M) ⊆ N .
Proof. Suppose M is a simple-direct-injective module and N a pure submodule of M . Let
S1 ∼= S2 with S1, S2 simple submodules of N and S1 ⊆
⊕ N . Now S1 is pure in N , and
N is pure in M . Then S1 is pure in M by [9, pages:39 and 43]. Since R is commutative,
simple modules are pure-injective by [6, Corollary 4]. Being pure and pure-injective implies
S1 ⊆
⊕ M . Therefore S2 ⊆
⊕ M , because M is simple-direct-injective. Hence S2 ⊆
⊕ N , and
so N is simple-direct-injective.
Now assume that, N is a pure submodule of M , and soc(M) ⊆ N . Let S1 ∼= S2 be two
simple submodules of M and S1 ⊆
⊕ M . Then S1 ⊆ N , S2 ⊆ N and S1 ⊆
⊕ N . Since N
is simple-direct-injective, S2 ⊆
⊕ N . As S2 is pure in N and N is pure in M , S2 is pure
in M . Then S2 ⊆
⊕ M , because S2 is both pure-injective and pure in M . Hence M is
simple-direct-injective. 
A right module M is called absolutely pure if it is pure in every module containing it as a
submodule.
Corollary 4. Let R be a commutative ring and M be an absolutely pure module. Then each
module K such that M ⊆ K ⊆ E(M) is simple-direct-injective. In particular, absolutely pure
modules are simple-direct-injective.
Proof. Since M is a pure submodule of E(M) and E(M) is simple-direct-injective, M is
simple-direct-injective by Lemma 5. As M is essential in E(M), soc(M) = soc(K) for each
module K such that M ⊆ K ⊆ E(M). Then K is simple-direct-injective, again by Lemma
5. 
A commutative domain R is called Pru¨fer domain if each finitely generated ideal of R is
projective.
Corollary 5. Let R be a Pru¨fer domain. A module M is simple-direct-injective iff the torsion
submodule T (M) of M is simple-direct-injective.
Proof. Let M be an R-module. Then T (M) is pure in M by [9, Proposition 8.12]. Since
simple modules are torsion, soc(M) ⊆ T (M). Now the proof is clear by Lemma 5. 
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Lemma 6. Let M be an R-module and N a coclosed submodule of M . If M is simple-direct-
injective, then N is simple-direct-injective. The converse is true if soc(M) ⊆ N .
Proof. Suppose M is simple-direct-injective and N a coclosed submodule of M . Suppose
S1 ∼= S2 are simple submodules of N and S1 ⊆
⊕ N . Then S1 is a coclosed submodule of M
by [5, 3.7. (6)]. Thus S1 is not small in M , and so S1 ⊆
⊕ M . By simple-direct-injectivity of
M , S2 ⊆
⊕ M . Therefore S2 ⊆
⊕ N , and N is simple-direct-injective.
Now assume that, N is a coclosed submodule of M , and soc(M) ⊆ N . Let S1 ∼= S2 be
two simple submodules of M and S1 ⊆
⊕ M . Then S1 ⊆ N , S2 ⊆ N and S1 ⊆
⊕ N . Since
N is simple-direct-injective, S2 ⊆
⊕ N . As S2 is coclosed in N and N is coclosed in N , S2 is
coclosed in M . Then S2 ⊆
⊕ M , and so M is simple-direct-injective. 
Theorem 2. Let M be an abelian group. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) M is simple-direct-injective.
(2) T (M) is simple-direct-injective.
(3) Tp(M) is simple-direct-injective for each p ∈ Ω.
(4) For each p ∈ Ω, Tp(M) is semisimple, or soc(Tp(M)) ⊆ rad(Tp(M)).
Proof. (1)⇔ (2) By Corollary 5.
(2)⇒ (3) is clear, since T (M) = ⊕p∈ΩTp(M) and simple-direct-injective modules are closed
under direct summands.
(3)⇒ (4) Assume that soc(Tp(M)) * rad(Tp(M)) for some p ∈ Ω. Then there is a simple
subgroup S of Tp(M) such that S ⊆
⊕ Tp(M). Let A be the sum of all simple summands
of Tp(M). Then any finitely generated submodule of A is a direct summand (hence pure
subgroup) of Tp(M) by [4, Lemma 2.4 (1)]. Since A is a direct limit of its finitely generated
subgroups and direct limit of pure subgroups is pure, A is pure in Tp(M). As A is semisimple
and A ⊆ Tp(M), pA = 0 i.e. A is bounded. Then A ⊆
⊕ Tp(M) by [8, Theorem 27.5]. Let
Tp(M) = A⊕B. We claim that B = 0. If B 6= 0, then soc(B) 6= 0. Let U be a simple subgroup
of B. Since Tp(M) is a p-group, soc(Tp(M)) is homogeneous i.e. all simple subgroups of Tp(M)
are isomorphic. Thus U ⊆⊕ Tp(M). Then U ⊆ A, which is a contradiction. Therefore B = 0,
and so Tp(M) = A is semisimple. This proves (4).
(4)⇒ (2) Let U and V be simple submodules of T (M) such that U ∼= V and U ⊆⊕. Then
there is a p ∈ Ω such that U ⊆⊕ Tp(M). Thus Tp(M) must be semisimple by (3). Since
V ∼= U , V ⊆ Tp(M). Hence V ⊆
⊕ T (M), and so T (M) is simple-direct-injective. 
Recall that, a ring R is semilocal if R
J(R) is semisimple Artinian.
Proposition 4. Let R be a semilocal ring. For a right R-module M , let S′ be sum of all
simple summands of M . The following are equivalent.
(1) M is simple-direct-injective.
(2) S′ is fully invariant and pure submodule of M .
(3) M = S′ ⊕N , and S′ is a fully invariant submodule of M .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) By [4, Lemma 2.4(2)], S′ is a fully invariant submodule of M . Let S′ =
⊕i∈IVi, where Vi are simple for each i ∈ I. Then for each finite subset F ⊆ I, NF = ⊕i∈FVi
is a direct summand of M by [4, Lemma 2.4(1)], and so NF is a pure submodule of M .
By [15, 4.84.(a)] direct limit of pure submodules is pure, and so S′ = ⊕i∈IVi = limF NF is a
pure submodule of M . This proves (2).
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(2)⇒ (3) Since R is a semilocal ring, R
J(R) is semisimple. Thus every right
R
J(R) -module is
pure-injective. As S′ is semisimple, S′.J(R) = 0. Thus S′ is a pure-injective right R-module
by Lemma 4. Being pure and pure-injective implies that S′ ⊆⊕ M .
(3) ⇒ (1) Let A and B be two simple submodules of M such that A ∼= B and A ⊆⊕ M .
Then A ⊆ S′. Since S′ is a fully invariant submodule of M , B ⊆ S′ and so B ⊆⊕ M . Hence
M is simple-direct-injective. 
Simple submodules of nonsingular modules are projective. Thus nonsingular right modules
are simple-direct-projective over any ring (see [12, Example 2.5]). The corresponding result
for simple-direct-injective modules follows.
Proposition 5. Let R be a ring. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) Every projective simple right module is injective.
(2) Every nonsingular right module is simple-direct-injective.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Nonsingular simple right modules are projective, and so injective by (1).
Thus (2) follows.
(2)⇒ (1) Let S be projective simple right module. Then E(S) and S⊕E(S) are nonsingu-
lar, and so S⊕E(S) is simple-direct-injective by (2). Since S⊕0 ∼= 0⊕S and S⊕0 ⊆⊕ S⊕E(S),
S ⊆⊕ E(S). Hence S is injective. 
Corollary 6. Let R be a commutative ring. Then every nonsingular module is simple-direct-
injective.
Proof. Let S be a projective simple module. Since S is projective, it is flat. Then S is injective
by [22, Lemma 2.6.]. Now, the conclusion follows by Proposition 5. 
Let M be a right module and N ⊆ M . N is called coneat submodule of M if for every
simple right module S, any homomorphism f : N → S can be extended to a homomorphism
g : M → S (see, [2], [7]). A right module M is called absolutely-coneat if M is coneat in
every module containing it as a submodule, equivalently M is coneat in E(M). It is easy
to see that absolutely coneat modules are closed under direct summands, and that a simple
right module is absolutely coneat iff it is injective.
Proposition 6. Absolutely-coneat right modules are simple-direct-injective.
Proof. LetM be an absolutely-coneat right module. Suppose A and B are simple submodules
of M with A ∼= B and B ⊆⊕ M . Then B is absolutely-coneat as a direct summand of M .
Thus B is injective, and so A is injective too. Then A ⊆⊕ M , and hence M is simple-direct-
injective. 
4. When simple-direct-injective (projective) modules are
simple-direct-projective (injective)
In [4, Theorem 3.4.], the authors characterize the rings over which simple-direct-injective
right modules are C3. They prove that these rings are exactly the Artinian serial rings with
J2(R) = 0. In [12, Theorem 4.9.], the authors prove that every simple-direct-injective right
R-module is D3 iff every simple-direct-projective right R-module is C3 iff R is uniserial with
J2(R) = 0.
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At this point it is natural to consider the rings whose simple-direct-injective ( resp. pro-
jective) right modules are simple-direct-projective (resp. injective). Since C3 and D3 mod-
ules are simple-direct-injective and simple-direct-projective, respectively, uniserial rings with
J2(R) = 0 are examples of the aforementioned rings.
In this section, we prove that every simple-direct-injective right module is simple-direct-
projective iff the ring is left perfect and rightH-ring. As a consequence, we show that, commu-
tative perfect rings are examples of such rings. We prove that the rings whose simple-direct-
projective right modules are simple-direct-injective are right max-ring. For a commutative
Noetherian ring, we prove that, simple-direct-projective modules are simple-direct-injective
iff simple-direct-injective modules are simple-direct-projective iff the ring is Artinian.
Recall that, a ring R is called right semiartinian if every nonzero right R-module has
nonzero socle. A right module M is called semiartinian (or Loewy) module if every nonzero
factor ofM has a nonzero socle. First, we give a characterization of the rings over which every
simple-direct-injective right module is simple-direct-projective. We begin with the following.
Proposition 7. Let R be a ring. Suppose every simple-direct-injective right R-module is
simple-direct-projective. Then R is semilocal and right semiartinian, i.e. R is left perfect.
Proof. Every right module M with rad(M) = 0 is simple-direct-injective (see, [12, Remark
4.5.] ). Thus, by Proposition 3, R is semilocal. Suppose R is not right semiartinian. Then
there is a nonzero finitely generated right moduleN with soc(N) = 0. As the ring is semilocal,
there are only finitely many, say S1, S2, · · · , Sn simple right modules up to isomorphism. Let
K = S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sn ⊕N . Then every simple submodule of K is a direct summand, and
so K is simple-direct-injective. Let us show that K is not simple-direct-projective, and get
a contradiction. Let L be a maximal submodule of N . Since soc(N) = 0, L is not a direct
summand of N , and hence not a direct summand of K too. Let L′ = S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sn ⊕L.
Then L′ is a maximal submodule of K, and so K
L′
∼= Si ⊆
⊕ K, for some i = 1, · · · , n. As
L is not a direct summand of K, L′ is not a direct summand of K too. Thus K is not
simple-direct-projective, which is a contradiction. Therefore R must be right semiartinian.
Hence R is left perfect by [16, Theorem 23.20]. 
Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent for a ring R.
(1) R is left perfect and right H-ring.
(2) Every simple-direct-injective right module is simple-direct-projective.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Let M be a simple-direct-injective module. Let A be the sum of all simple
summands of M . Then A is fully invariant and M = A ⊕ B by Proposition 4. Since A is a
fully invariant submodule of M , soc(B) ⊆ rad(M) and Hom(A, soc(B)) = 0. By (1) the ring
is right semiartinian, and so soc(B) is an essential submodule of B. In order to prove that M
is simple-direct-projective, suppose that M
K
∼= S ⊆⊕ M for some simple submodule S of M .
Then as S ⊆⊕ M , S ⊆ A. We claim that, A +K = M . Suppose the contrary that, A +K
is properly contained in M , and let us find a contradiction. Then, by maximality of K, we
have A ⊆ K. Thus from M = A⊕B and by modular law, we get K = A⊕K ∩B, and
M
K
=
A⊕B
K
=
A⊕B
A⊕K ∩B
∼=
B
K ∩B
∼= S.
Thus K ∩ B is a maximal submodule of B. Set N := K ∩ B. Let soc(B) = ⊕i∈IUi,
where Ui is simple for each i ∈ I. Since soc(B) is essential submodule of B, the injective
hull of B is E(B) = ⊕i∈IE(Ui). As
B
N
∼= S, there is an epimorphism f : B → S. Let
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e : S → E(S) be the inclusion homomorphism. Then the homomorphism ef extends to a
(nonzero) homomorphism g : E(B) → E(S). Since E(B) = ⊕i∈IE(Ui) and g is nonzero,
there is a nonzero homomorphism h : E(Uj) → E(S), for some j ∈ I. Then by the right H-
ring assumption we must have S ∼= Uj . Thus Hom(A, soc(B)) 6= 0, which is a contradiction.
Hence the case A + K = M must hold. Therefore, as A is semisimple, there is a simple
submodule U of A such that U + K = M and U ∩ K = 0, i.e. K ⊆⊕ M . Hence M is
simple-direct-projective. This proves (2).
(2)⇒ (1) The ring R is left perfect by Proposition 7. Suppose R is not right H-ring. Then
there are nonisomorphic simple right modules S1 and S2 such that Hom(E(S1), E(S2)) 6= 0.
Let 0 6= f : E(S1) → E(S2), and A = ker(f). Since
E(S1)
A
∼= f(E(S1)) ⊆ E(S2), there is a
submodule B ⊆ E(S1) such that
B
A
∼= S2. Then it is clear that B ⊕ S2 is a simple-direct-
injective right module. On the other hand, B⊕S2
A⊕S2
∼= 0 ⊕ S2 ⊆
⊕ B ⊕ S2. But A ⊕ S2 is not a
direct summand of B⊕S2. Thus B⊕S2 is not simple-direct-projective. This contradicts (2).
Thus R must be right H-ring. 
Now, we give some consequences of Theorem 3.
Corollary 7. Let R be a commutative ring. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) R is a perfect ring.
(2) Every simple-direct-injective module is simple-direct-projective.
Proof. Commutative perfect rings are semiartinian (see, [16, Theorem 23.20]). Thus com-
mutative perfect rings are H-ring by [3, Proposition 2]. Now the proof is clear by Theorem
3. 
A right Noetherian right semiartian ring is right Artinian (see [21]). Left perfect rings are
right semiartinian by [16, Theorem 23.20]. Thus the following is clear by Theorem 3.
Corollary 8. Let R be a right Noetherian ring. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) R is right Artinian right H-ring.
(2) Every simple-direct-injective right module is simple-direct-projective.
By [20, Proposition 4.21], commutative Noetherian rings are H-rings.
Corollary 9. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. The following statements are equiv-
alent.
(1) R is Artinian ring.
(2) Every simple-direct-injective module is simple-direct-projective.
A ring R is called right V -ring if every simple right R-module is injective. By [4, Theorem
4.1], R is right V -ring iff every right R-module is simple-direct-injective. A ring R is called
right max-ring if every nonzero right R-module has a maximal submodule. Right V -rings are
right max-rings (see [15, Theorem 3.75]). Clearly, over right V -rings simple-direct-projective
right modules are simple-direct-injective.
Now, we consider the rings whose simple-direct-projective right modules are simple-direct-
injective.
Proposition 8. Let R be a ring. If each simple-direct-projective right R-module is simple-
direct-injective, then R is a right max-ring.
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Proof. Suppose the ring is not right max-ring. Then there is a nonzero right module M such
that M = rad(M). Let 0 6= m ∈ M , and let K be a maximal submodule of mR. Let h =
ipi : mR→ E(mR
K
), where pi : mR→ mR
K
is the natural epimorphism and i : mR
K
→ E(mR
K
) is
the inclusion homomorphism. By injectivity of E(mR
K
), there is a (nonzero) homomorphism
g : M → EmR
K
which extends h. Let L := g(M). Since M
ker(g)
∼= L and rad(M) = M ,
L = rad(L). Note that L has an essential socle isomorphic to mR
K
. Consider the right module
N = mR
K
⊕L. Then 0⊕L is the unique maximal submodule of N and 0⊕ L ⊆⊕ N . Thus N
is simple-direct-projective. On the other hand, 0 ⊕ soc(L) ∼= mRK ⊕ 0 ⊆
⊕ N , but 0 ⊕ soc(L)
is not a direct summand of N . Therefore N is not simple-direct-injective. This contradicts
with our assumption that simple-direct-projective modules are simple-direct-injective. Hence
R must be right max-ring. 
A subfactor of a right moduleM , is a submodule of some factor module ofM . The following
lemma can be easily derived from the definition of H-ring. We include it for an easy reference.
Lemma 7. R is a right H-ring iff for every simple right R-module S, every simple subfactor
of E(S) is isomorphic to S.
Proof. Suppose R is a right H-ring and S a simple right R-module. Let A
B
be a simple
subfactor of E(S). Assume that A
B
is not isomorphic to S. Let i1 :
A
B
→
E(S)
B
and i2 :
A
B
→
E(A
B
) be the corresponding inclusions. Then there is a nonzero homomorphism f : E(S)
B
→
E(A
B
). Thus, fpi : E(S) → E(A
B
) is a nonzero homomorphism, where pi : E(S) → E(S)
B
is the canonical epimorphism. This contradict with the assumption that R is right H-ring.
Therefore every simple subfactor of E(S) is isomorphic to S. This proves the necessity.
Conversely let S1 and S2 be simple right R-modules and 0 6= f ∈ HomR(E(S1), E(S2)).
Then E(S1)
ker(f) has a simple subfactor isomorphic to S2. Thus, by our assumption, we must have
S1 ∼= S2. Hence R is a right H-ring. 
Proposition 9. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. The following statements are
equivalent.
(1) R is Artinian.
(2) Every simple-direct-projective module is simple-direct-injective.
Proof. (2) ⇒ (1) By Proposition 8, R is a max-ring. Noetherian max-rings are Artinian
by [14, Theorem 1].
(1) ⇒ (2) Let M be a simple-direct-projective R-module. Let S′ be the sum of simple
summands of M . Then by the same arguments in the proof of [Proposition 4, (2) ⇒ (3)] S′
is pure and pure-injective submodule of M , and so S′ ⊆⊕ M . Let M = S′ ⊕ N . Clearly, by
the construction of S′, N has no simple and maximal summands. Now in order to prove that
M is simple-direct-injective, by Proposition 4, it is enough to see that S′ is a fully invariant
submodule ofM . Suppose the contrary that there are simple submodulesA, B ofM such that
A ⊆ S′, B ⊆ N and A ∼= B. Since B ⊆ N , there is a nonzero homomorphism g : N → E(B).
Then for K = ker(g), the module N
K
has a maximal submodule say L
K
by the Artinianity of
R. Since R is commutative and Noetherian, R is an H-ring. Thus every simple subfactor of
E(B) is isomorphic to B by Lemma 7. Therefore N
L
∼= B. Now,
M
S′ ⊕ L
=
S′ ⊕N
S′ ⊕ L
∼= B ∼= A ⊆⊕ M.
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Then by simple-direct-projectivity of M , S′ ⊕ L ⊆⊕ M and, by modular law, L ⊆⊕ N .
This contradicts the fact that, N has no maximal summands. Hence S′ is a fully invariant
submodule of M , and so M is simple-direct-injective by Proposition 4. This proves (2). 
Proposition 10. Let R be a commutative semilocal ring. The following statements are
equivalent.
(1) R is perfect.
(2) Every simple-direct-projective module is simple-direct-injective.
Proof. (2) ⇒ (1) R is a max-ring by Proposition 8. Semilocal max-rings are perfect by
[1, Theorem 28.4].
(1)⇒ (2) Note that, commutative perfect rings are H-rings and max-rings. Now, replacing
Artinian ring by perfect ring the same proof of [Proposition 9 (1)⇒ (2)] holds. 
Remark 1. Over a right V -ring all right modules, in particular, simple-direct-projective right
modules are simple-direct-injective (see [4, Theorem 4.1]). Since commutative perfect V -
rings are semisimple, there is a simple-direct-injective R-module which is not simple-direct-
projective over nonsemisimple commutative V -rings by Corollary 7. Therefore nonsemisimple
commutative V -rings are examples of rings such that simple-direct-projective modules are
simple-direct-injective, and admit a simple-direct-injective module that is not simple-direct-
projective.
Summing up, Corollary 7, Corollary 9, Proposition 9 and Proposition 10 we obtain the
following.
Corollary 10. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
(1) R is Artinian.
(2) Every simple-direct-injective module is simple-direct-projective.
(3) Every simple-direct-projective module is simple-direct-injective.
Corollary 11. Let R be a commutative semilocal ring. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
(1) R is perfect.
(2) Every simple-direct-injective module is simple-direct-projective.
(3) Every simple-direct-projective module is simple-direct-injective.
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